
DHS Science Course Selection 2019-2020





Things to consider…

1. Be realistic when selecting your courses.



Things to consider…

1. All postsecondary programs have very specific 

requirements (prerequisites).  Get to know 

them. You don’t want to paint yourself into a 

corner that you can’t get out of!



Things to consider…

• At a minimum, you need AT LEAST two 
(2) science courses to graduate…

• Usually Science 10 + something else.



Things to consider…

• Ask lots of questions. Talk to teachers, 
me, guidance counsellors, AND your 
parents.



2019-2020 DHS Science course offerings

Grade 10 Grade 11 Grade 12

Sciences 10 IMM Biologie 11 IMM/Avancée Biologie 12 

IMM/Avancée

Science 10 Human Biology 11

Oceans 11

Biology 11 Biology 12

Chemistry 11 Chemistry 12

Physics 11 Physics 12

Advanced Biology 12

Advanced Biology 11 Advanced Physics 12

Advanced Chemistry 11 AP Chemistry 12 

AP Physics 1 AP Physics 1



Human Biology 11

• What will I do?

– Learn about body 

systems

• Should I take this?

– It’s interesting

– It’s fun

– It’s YOU!



Oceans 11

• What will I do?

– make a seafloor model 

– dissect a squid, fish and 
shark

– learn about jobs in the 
fisheries, aquaculture, 
research and engineering

– Meet the FORCE

• Should I take this?

– 70 % of the Earth’s surface 
is ocean

– Oceans are the lungs of 
the planet Earth and 
humans are causing many 
problems to occur in the 
oceans

– The future is yours and you 
should know more about 
the ocean and how it 
relates to you.



Biology/Biologie 11/12/adv

What will I do?
• Study cells and how 

they/you work

• Study systems
– Circulatory
– Immune
– Respiratory
– Digestive
– Nervous
– Hormones 

• Study Evolution and 
biological classification

• Study DNA and Genetics

Should I take this?

• Bio ROCKS! (well 
technically geology 
rocks…but Bio is 
awesome!)

• Terminology and 
application based study

• Learn about how you 
work

• Learn how the natural 
world is all linked 
together!



Biology/Biologie 11/12/adv

Will I get to dissect 

things?

• ABSOLUTELY!

– Worms

– Frogs

– Brains

– Eyes

– Pigs

– Just to name a few

Should I take 

advanced?

• It is more work but a 

great challenge

• More depth and more 

lab skills!

• If you’re thinking of 

taking Biology or 

Health related 

disciplines in 

university...



Chem 11/12 Academic

You will gain an 

understanding of:

– how compounds form 

from atoms

– how much energy they 

release when they 
form

– how different atoms 
and molecules interact

• Should I take this?

Yes!

Consider taking Chemistry if:

• you enjoy Science

• like hands on activities in 
the lab

• are a capable math 

student.



Chemistry 11A/ AP Chemistry
Students in Advanced Chemistry 11 will learn the first parts of the 
Advanced Placement Chemistry course.
(If you didn’t manage to take ADV in grade 11 you can still survive in 
AP!)

The pace is a little faster, the labs are a little more exciting, and we dig a 
little deeper into Chemistry.

Advanced Placement Chemistry is focused around understanding the
rate of a reaction, how much energy is released or absorbed when a 
reaction takes place, and the equilibrium that can exist when reactions 
can go both forward and backward!

There is more emphasis on lab work, and students will have the 
opportunity to design some of their own labs (with supervision).



Physics 11

• You should consider taking Physics 11 if:
– You are confident in Math 10

– You are able to use algebra to manipulate an 
equation

– You enjoy science in general

– You enjoyed the physics section of Science 10



Physics 12

• You should consider 
taking Physics 12 if:
– You are confident in 

Physics 11

– You are able to use 
algebra to manipulate an 
equation

– You enjoy science in 
general

– You are confident with 
Math courses at Grade 11 
level

• You should consider 
taking Advanced Physics 
12 if all of the previous 
apply and any/all of the 
following apply:
– You enjoy a challenge

– You are planning to pursue 
a degree in physical 
science (physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, 
geology, mathematics)

– You want to understand the 
universe



AP1 Physics

• AP Physics 1
– Is an algebra-based physics course

– Starting next year grade 11s are eligible for the AP1 
Physics course. There will also be a grade 12 section for 

grade 11s who did not take it this year!

– Concepts covered include: kinematics, dynamics, circular 
motion, gravitation, energy, momentum, simple harmonic 

motion, torque, rotational motion, mechanical waves, 

sound, electricity, and electric force



Questions

You can ask your Science teacher for help! Or any 
of these options:

• Please contact the Science Department Head, 
Mr. Morse:
– Drop into room 104.5 
– E-mail :jmorse@hrce.ca

– Phone : (902) 464-2457 ext. 4001105

• Chemistry specific questions: Ms. Pennell

• Physics specific questions: Mr. MacLeod

• Biology specific questions: Mr. Morse



Things to consider…

Choose your science courses wisely.


